


AN EFFECTIVE ANSWER TO 
INFESTATIONS OF CLOTHES MOTHS 

There is a common problem for textile 
producers when it comes to their fabrics:

- adult moths infest the air of warehouses, 
shops, etc ...

- butterflies deposit their eggs on fabrics, on 
spools, on shelves, in yarn chests ...

- the garments, the spools of yarn, the fabric, - the garments, the spools of yarn, the fabric, 
the wool, the cashmere, the silk, the cotton 
are found with voracious larvae that tear to 
shreds everything they find in their way.

BIOLOGIC COMUNICATIONS has been engaged BIOLOGIC COMUNICATIONS has been engaged 
for years in research, developement and 
creation of products to eliminate this insect, 
without poisons and insecticides.

The best answer to this problem is 
BIOTARMng, an ecological NON TOXIC solution.



ABOUT THE CLOTHES MOTH:

- gray / yellowish color.

- lays 50/100 eggs on fine fabrics.

- the larvae are born in 7 days, and develop in 
50/90 days at a temperature of 25 °.

- at temperatures below 25 ° they can remain 
in incubation for up to 5 years.

- adults live 2/3 weeks.- adults live 2/3 weeks.

- infestations develop more between April and 
September, but monthly monitoring is 
recommended.

- are attracted to the keratin present on the 
fabrics.

The solution? isolate keratin from fabrics, just The solution? isolate keratin from fabrics, just 
what BIOTARMng does.
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BIOTARMng is a lightly scented enzyme-based product that is prepared through long and 
elaborate processes.
Enzymes are protein catalysts that facilitate the carrying out of biochemical reactions 
and do not allow the insect to proliferate on the fabric. 
Through this process, by isolating the keratin (a protein substance present in the fabrics), 
the mixture of enzymes inhibits the development of the larvae and removes adult moths.

BIOTARMng was born from careful research and is produced with meticulous procedures BIOTARMng was born from careful research and is produced with meticulous procedures 
by the technical team of Biologic Comunications.

The formula is then inserted into three different formats to meet the needs of companies 
in the textile sector.

ECOBIOLOGICAL, DURABLE, UNIQUE



BIOTARMng APPLIES TO DIRECT
CONTACT WITH FABRICS 

BIOTARMng has a shelf life of approximately 5 
years if kept in its vacuum pack.
Once opened, the product provides 12 months 
protection.



PLUG  /  DROP  /  STAMP

For information, data sheets and price lists:

BIOLOGIC COMUNICATIONS di Simona Montisci
via della Tecnica, 3 - 09067   ELMAS (CA)
+ 39 070 241022    /   +39 3392625872
www.biologicomunications.eu

PLUG - 3 cm DROP - 3 x 3 cm STAMP - 4 x 4 cm 


